Listed below is a brief description of the Aflac plans that are available to you as a **payroll deduction** at **group discounted rates**.

*Please select your desired level of coverage for each policy*

### Accident Plan
* Accidents happen!
  * Cash Benefits for: Emergency room treatment ($200), Ambulance Service ($200-$1,000), Hospitalization ($1,000 admission, $200 per day), Physical Therapy ($30), Follow-up Treatments ($30) and much more!
  * Receive CASH when you or a family member get hurt! Minor or major injuries
  * Plans start as low as $4.00 per week, less than $9 for full family coverage

### Hospital Indemnity
* Pays you CASH benefits when a covered person is confined to a hospital for any reason: Sickness, Injury even Maternity!
  * $300 initial confinement benefit
  * $200 per day you are confined to a hospital room
  * $50.00 cash benefit for a physician visit up to $1,000 per family a year

### Critical Illness
* Lump Sum CASH payment for major critical illness events: Cancer, Heart Attack and Stroke
  * Benefit amounts available from $10,000-$50,000

---

**All products are guaranteed issue** during initial enrollment only!!!!!!

After initial enrollment, evidence of insurability will be required to enroll

*Your Agent:*  
Mark Mundwiler 419.205.0446 mark_mundwiler@us.aflac.com